Case Study
Rejig of Exeloo Public Toilets
Auckland Transport Northern Busways
This was a challenge presented to Exeloo by Auckland Transport (Northern Busways) to
upgrade the public toilet facilities at several of the Bus Station as to provide additional
dedicated staff toilets for their personnel at Smales Farm, Constellation Drive, Albany
Park / Ride and eventually Silverdale once that phase of the Busways has been
completed (Late 2014).
Phase One: Smales Farm
This unit was originally installed in 2007 and was upgraded to a new Triple Orbit Exeloo
with a dedicated Staff facility accessed only by a Staff “Swipe Card”.

Smales Farm Original Exeloo Unit Installed in 2007

The old unit was disconnected and “prepped” for lifting. It was then lifted overnight and
replaced with the new Triple unit in a matter of two hours! (Not to disrupt the Busways
Public Service.)
By the following Friday (aone week turnaround),the facility was reconnected and the site
had been reinstated, ready for Council inspection and “sign off”.

Smales Farm New Triple Orbit Unit with dedicated Staff toilet facility

Phase Two: Constellation Drive
We repeated the process at Constellation Drive.

Constellation Drive Twin Orbit Unit

Once again a seven day turnaround from start to finish!

Constellation Drive New Triple Orbit

Phase Three: Albany Park and Ride
The Constellation Drive Unit received a mini refurbishment which allowed us to
“upgrade” some of its components and add it to the Albany Busways facility to provide an
“as new” additional resource along with the dedicated Staff Toilet.

Refurbishment at Exeloo Factory

Refurbed unit added to Albany site

Refurbed unit added to Albany site

The Smales Farm unit that was first removed in “Phase One” is currently in storage and
waiting for the new Silverdale Busways Terminal to open later in 2014, where it will be
installed.
In Conclusion:
Hopefully this brief “Storyboard” demonstrates the flexibility of the Exeloo Public Toilet
asset along with the „easy to locate / relocate” structure, as our modern expanding
environment demands.
With our “Basic” models starting from $27,000, along with our custom design service,
we have a solution for every scenario!
For further information – Please contact Sean on Mob: 0212480778

